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PRESSURE
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EQUIPMENT

Our high pressure-models of the HPE group
- HPE serie and HPE compact - are the top
foam injection machine line for bi-component
polyurethanes manufactured and marketed
by Europoliretani.
The HPE group is extremely reliable and ideal
for any type of foam, thanks to our special
attention to design, versatility, ease of use
and our technical designers’ selection of top
quality materials.
Several models and configurations (even BASIC)
are manufactured and thus available with
different tanks, pumps and capacity (kg/min).
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GENERAL FEATURES HPE SERIE
HIGH PRESSURE POLYURETHANE EQUIPMENT

SERIE
The HPE serie, model can mount either a 150 or 250
liter tank and can be configured in different ways:

TECHNICAL FEATURES

depending on the capacity and type of pumps, you

It is built on a strong carbon steel frame and with

Furthermore, different types of support arms for the

can choose amongst the HPE G (with gear pumps)

high quality products and renowned international

chemical lines can be mounted: i.e. “articulated,”

or HPE P models (with piston pumps); moreover,

brands are installed, such as SIEMENS (for PLC,

“swing” (as shown in the figure) or “flag.” However,

the machine can be configured with pressurized

electric motors and electromechanical components);

new ones can be designed around customers’

(PED certified) or non-pressurized (BASIC

REXROTH, RHL, BUCHER (for pumps and

specific installations.

configuration) tanks.

hydraulics); WIKA, KELLER, PEPPERL + FUCHS
2640

(for various sensors).
The tanks used for chemical products are equipped

bi-component polyurethanes, thus addressing

with interspace and heating/cooling systems using

the various foam needs and applications

electric heaters/chillers; they are installed on their

of different types of industries: refrigeration,

own frame, given their large size, and can be

insulation, boating, automotive, construction,

positioned next to the machine (standard configuration,

furniture or technical parts.

as shown in the figure) or next to the base system,

2240

3650

This model enables using a wide range of

1580

1798

2092

2390

depending on the type of installation planned.

3256
5170

1954

°
60

STANDARD MODEL

Min/Max CAPACITY
Gr./sec. ratio 1:1

WITH RATIO AT FIXED
DISPLACEMENT
lt./min. ratio 1:1

WITH RATIO AT VARIABLE
DISPLACEMENT
lt./min. ratio 1:1

MOTORS POWER
Kw.

INSTALLED NOMINAL POWER
Kw.

TANKS CAPACITY
Lt.

HPE G15

90 - 350

2,7 - 18*

-

11

24

150

HPE G45

380 - 850

20 - 45*

-

15

28

150

HPE G80

690 - 1500

36 - 80*

-

22 - 44*

35/57*

150

HPE G120

1390 - 2390

73 - 125*

-

44 - 60*

57/73*

150/250

HPE P15

190 - 300

10 - 15,5*

riduzione fino a -50%

11

24

150

HPE P45

400 - 550

21 - 30*

riduzione fino a -50%

15

28

150

HPE P80

1150 - 1650

60 - 86*

riduzione fino a -50%

30

43

150

HPE P120

2200 - 3150

115 - 165*

riduzione fino a -50%

74

86

150/250

Data referred to materials with an average viscosity of 1000 cps
and at a temperature of 24°C with specific weight of 1,15 Kg/Lt.
Other models with bigger capacities are manufactured on request.
4

* It depends on the displacement of installed pump.
On request the ratio between the components can be modulated from 1:5 to 5:1.
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GENERAL FEATURES HPE COMPACT
HIGH PRESSURE POLYURETHANE EQUIPMENT

C O M PAC T
The HPE compact model, which is equipped with
an 80-litre capacity tank , can also be configured in

TECHNICAL FEATURES

different ways: depending on the capacity and type of

Unlike the models of the HPE series, the HPE Compact

Furthermore, the system enables mounting different types

pumps, you can choose amongst the HPE G

line was designed to provide customers with a smaller

of support arms for the chemical lines: i.e. “articulated,”

(with gear pumps) or HPE P models (with piston pumps);

and easy-to-move system (within the plant) since the

“swing” (as shown in the figure) or “flag.” However,

moreover, the machine can be configured with

tanks are mounted on a single frame.

new ones can be designed around customers’ specific

pressurized (PED certified) or non-pressurized

In addition to compactness, special attention was also

installations.

(BASIC configuration) tanks.

devoted to its maintenance: the operator can easily

2640

reach the components, especially the hydraulic unit,
As for the HPE series model, this system also enables

which is installed on rails and is thus, easy to remove

using a wide range of bi-component polyurethanes

(as shown in the figure).

to address the various foam needs of the different

As for the entire HPE group, the components installed

application fields.

are of the highest quality and of internationally renowned

2240

brands, such as SIEMENS (for the PLC, electric motors
3650

and electromechanical components); REXROTH,
RHL, BUCHER (for the pumps and hydraulics); WIKA,

1580

1798

2390

KELLER, PEPPERL + FUCHS for the various sensors).

1940
3850

1660

°
60

Hydraulic power unit is removable
to ease maintenance

STANDARD MODEL

Min/Max CAPACITY
Gr./sec. ratio 1:1

WITH RATIO AT FIXED
DISPLACEMENT
lt./min. ratio 1:1

WITH RATIO AT VARIABLE
DISPLACEMENT
lt./min. ratio 1:1

MOTORS POWER
Kw.

INSTALLED NOMINAL POWER
Kw.

TANKS CAPACITY
Lt.

HPE G15

90 - 350

2,7 - 18*

-

11

24

80

HPE G45

380 - 850

20 - 45*

-

15

28

80

HPE G80

690 - 1500

36 - 80*

-

22 - 44*

35/57*

80

HPE P15

190 - 300

10 - 15,5*

riduzione fino a -50%

11

24

80

HPE P45

400 - 550

21 - 30*

riduzione fino a -50%

15

28

80

HPE P80

1150 - 1650

60 - 86*

riduzione fino a -50%

30

43

80

Data referred to materials with an average viscosity of 1000 cps
and at a temperature of 24°C with specific weight of 1,15 Kg/Lt.
Other models with bigger capacities are manufactured on request.
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* It depends on the displacement of installed pump.
On request the ratio between the components can be modulated from 1:5 to 5:1.
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GENERAL FEATURES HPE
HIGH PRESSURE POLYURETHANE EQUIPMENT

MIXING HEAD

CONTROL PANELS

SYSTEM INTEGRATIONS (OPTIONALS)

The standard high-pressure mixing head of the EPL

The HPE line provides a basic electronic control system,

FLOW METER (flow control) to ensure the proper stoichiometric

series was built with the renowned “L chamber”

a PLC SIEMENS S7 1200 with a 4” touch screen

ratio of the components, even if the pumps are worn.

system, thus ensuring excellent repeatability

interface panel and intuitive graphics, which is positioned

and quality of the foam.

on the mixing head. The work settings can thus be set

DATA PRINTER, which prints the following on the label:

The head can be installed vertically or horizontally

very easily:

· weight set;
· effective weight delivered;

depending on your requirements and the injection can
be performed in either open or closed moulds.

· components’ temperature;

· components’ use ratio;

The components are calibrated directly within the unit

· A and B components’ pressure;

· date;

by adjusting the nozzles.

· components’ A:B ratio actually injected;

· item and/or customer identification.

The head is equipped with two cylindrical chambers:

· quantity of injected product expressed in Kg;

the mixing chamber, where two injectors spray and mix

· program number (100 standard memory cells);

BAR CODE READER, that automatically calculates the amount

the two components at high speed, and a discharge

· capacity settings in kg / min;

that needs to be dispensed when reading a code..

chamber through which the already expanding

· alarms and instruction on how to intervene.

polyurethane is discharged into the mould.

REMOTE ASSISTANCE: via an ASEM Router to provide

The mixing head is also equipped with an innovative

Amongst the optional features and instead of the 4” touch

technical assistance, to create new programs or to carry

and patented forced lubrication system to avoid any

screen interface system, a 7” touch screen interface system

out simple checks through the Internet-Modem.

blockages.

can be chosen: the system will be installed directly on

Various mixing heads can be installed depending on

the electric panel and equipped with advanced and

the desired capacity and type of material that must be

easy-to-read graphics, system chart diagrams and display

handled.

of the sensors present.
This panel comes with a 4” LCD control panel, which
is installed on the mixing head and displays the
following settings:
· components’ temperature;
· A and B components’ pressure;
· program number (100 standard memory cells)

7” touch screen interface panel

and relative quantities set.
The keyboard comes with an injection button, an emergency
button, a push buttons for increasing/decreasing programs
(memory cells) and the up-down push button arm positioning

EPL INJECTION HEAD

for the for chemical lines.

MODEL

FLOW RATE
gr/sec

EPL 08.05

30 ÷ 200

EPL 10.08

50 ÷ 260

EPL 12.10

90 ÷ 300

EPL 14.10

90 ÷ 600

EPL 18.12

180 ÷ 1100

EPL 24.15

180 ÷ 2000

Ratio 1:1 - Viscosity max 1000 cps
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EPL2 (double drawer for 4 components)

4” LCD control panel
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CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS

RIGID AND FLEXIBLE
POLYURETHANE
SYSTEMS

In addition to manufacturing foam injection equipment,

A FEW EXAMPLES OF WHAT CAN BE ACHIEVED
WITH OUR POLYURETHANE SYSTEMS

Europoliuretani produces and markets a wide range
of polyurethane foams in order to offer a complete
service to its customers, consisting of reliable machines,

The polyurethane systems manufactured by Europoliuretani can

innovative products and qualified after sales technical

be subdivided into rigid, flexible, integral, viscoelastic

assistance.

and elastomer – they represent the “key material” of many

The polyurethane systems provided by Europoliuretani

industrial businesses’ production chain.

are the “result” of years of experience, direct
partnerships with companies and commitment to
the research and development of innovative and
cutting-edge solutions.

RIGID LOW OR MEDIUM-HIGH
DENSITY SYSTEMS

Furthermore, thanks to nearly thirty years of experience
of our chemical engineers, we can design customized

Many years of experience have allowed us to develop top-notch

products to suit the specific needs of our customers.

polyurethane systems in terms of ease of movement, dimensional
stability, connection to various supports and, whenever required,
thermal conductivity.

OUR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

These systems are suitable for different applications:
· refrigeration (walk-in chambers, refrigerated boxes, refrigerators, etc.)
· boating (buoys, life-vest, etc.)

Can be supplied in:

· sanitary systems (water heaters, boilers, etc.).

· IBC 1000/1250 kgs each

· doors and windows (shutters, frames, etc.)

· barrels 200/250 kgs each

· construction (sandwich panels for prefabricated structures)

· small barrels 50 kgs each

· special applications (pipes, modules, mannequins, etc.)

· tankers 10,000/20,000 kgs each
All our systems comply with the European Air Quality Directive.
In fact, the blowing agents used fully comply with the
requirements for foam products HFC 365, HFC 245, HFA 134
and water blowing agents. Furthermore, Europoliuretani has been
marketing systems with the new HFO fourth generation blowing
agents, which are extremely innovative since they generate foams
with GWP (Global Warming Potential) equal to zero.
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CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS
FLEXIBLE, INTEGRAL, VISCOELASTIC
AND ELASTOMER SYSTEMS
We produce Integral and Elastomer polyurethane foam
systems, Flexible, Viscoelastic and Isocyanate systems
for special applications. Such are made via physical blowing
(ODP=0) or chemical agents that can be either very hard
or very soft and, upon request, even self-extinguishing
(class 1 IM, British Standard).
Since polyurethane is a very versatile material, it can be used
for various applications in several sectors:
· furniture (arm rests, seats, sofas, etc.)
· automotive (arm rests, steering wheels, seats, etc.)
· memory foam products (pillows, mattresses, etc.)
· special applications
(soles, rubber agglomerates for floorings, etc.)
All our systems comply with the European Air Quality Directive.
In fact, the blowing agents used fully comply with the
requirements for foam products HFC 365, HFC 245,HFA 134
and water blowing agents. Moreover, Europoliuretani will
soon offer expanded HFO polyurethane systems.

HEADQUARTER

Via Castellana 68
35010 Trebaseleghe
Padova - Italy
T +39 049 9386521
F +39 049 9386910
info@europoliuretani.com
europoliuretani.com
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europoliuretani.com
made by palazzinacreativa.it

